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Divinity's Twilight - Christopher Russell 2020-06-02
“Russell’s new high fantasy series launch is well written with a definite
steampunk vibe and sword-and-sorcery appeal.” —Library Journal A
world consumed by war. An ancient evil resurrected. A millennia-old
bargain comes due . . . When two blades clash, the third will fall, and the
fate of all will be jeopardized. To save Lozaria, the failures of the past
must be atoned for by a new generation of heroes. The time has come for
mortals to cast off sight and, in doing so, truly come to see . . . Victory is
never absolute. Seven centuries ago, the forces of order won the Illyriite
War on the plains of Har’muth. Darmatus and Rabban Aurelian slew their
elder brother, Sarcon, the despotic architect of the conflict, then
sacrificed themselves to banish the cataclysmic vortex opened with his
dying breath. The first advent of the Oblivion Well was thwarted. Even
without their vanished gods, the seven races of Lozaria proved
themselves capable of safeguarding their world. Or so the story goes.
The year is now 697 A.B.H. (After the Battle of Har’muth). Though war
itself remains much the same, the weapons with which it is waged have
evolved. Airships bearing powerful cannons ply the skies, reducing the
influence of mages and their spells. Long-range communication has
brought far-flung regions of Lozaria closer than ever before. At the
center of this technological revolution are the three Terran states of
Darmatia, Rabban, and Sarconia, who have fought a near ceaseless
campaign of seven hundred years in an attempt to best each other. The
roots of their enmity lie buried beneath the wasteland of Har’muth, a
place all three nations consider best forgotten. However, an ancient
power sealed within Har’muth has not forgotten them, and the
descendants of those who fought on that field must now take a stand to
rectify the mistakes of the past . . .
Last Call - Shayne Silvers 2018-09-20
You thought you knew how crazy the TempleVerse could get? Hold my
beer¿LAST CALL is a collection of three drunken novellas set in the
TempleVerse, including:Motherlucker-Callie and Quinn's girls' night out
in Vegas.Collins-Quinn's prequel novella to the Phantom Queen
Diaries.Beerlympian-Gunnar's bachelor party.Get ready for some
shenanigans¿ You might need a drink just to comprehend the insanity.
A Shifter's Curse - Raven Steele 2020-11-20
"Karma takes too long. I'd rather beat the shit out of you right now."
With a dagger in her boot and blades in her bra, Briar, a powerful shifter,
arrives in Rouen with one goal: find and kill Dominic, the man
responsible for the destruction of her entire family and wolf pack. When
she discovers he is an Alpha surrounded by muscle-ripped shifters and
equally as strong witches, she knows the only way she will get close
enough to kill him is if she joins his dangerous and shady pack. But
infiltrating them proves more challenging than she expects, especially
when her new roommates turn out to be supernaturals with their own
powers and secrets. She can't tell if the centuries-old, nosey vampire and
fashion-sensitive witch are working with her or against her. Whether
they are friends or enemies doesn't change things. Briar has a job to do.
And she is willing to do whatever it takes to quench her thirst for
revenge, even if it means destroying her own soul. In this full-length,
urban fantasy series, Steele and Mason introduce readers to a dark and
exciting world full of shifters, vampires, and witches. If you like
Charlaine Harris, Patricia Briggs, Shayne Silvers or K.F. Breene, you will
LOVE this new series! Grab this FREE gritty urban fantasy TODAY!
Savage - Shayne Silvers 2021-01-26
Boys want attention. Men want respect. Legends just don't care?Let your
plans be dark and impenetrable as night, and when you move, fall like a
thunderbolt.-Sun TzuWith all of Fae preparing for war, St. Louis under
martial law, and the gods from every pantheon scheming behind the
scenes, I think it's about time we let Nate cut loose and fully tap into his
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wild side. To awaken the savage that slumbers deep within every
man?What's the worst that could happen?
Signatures of the Visible - Frederic Jameson 2016-01-29
In such celebrated works as Postmodernism: The Cultural Logic of Late
Capitalism, Fredric Jameson has established himself as one of America‘s
most observant cultural commentators. In Signatures of the Visible,
Jameson turns his attention to cinema - the artform that has replaced the
novel as the defining cultural form of our time. Histori
Blood Scent - M. D. Massey 2018-12-11
After the loss of his girlfriend Jesse, druid-trained hunter Colin McCool
swore off monster-hunting for good. Now a rogue vampire is killing the
weak and defenseless in his city, and no one else seems to care enough
to stop him. To end the slaughter, Colin has agreed to take up his sword
one last time... but will this "one final job" be the death of him? BLOOD
SCENTA Junkyard Druid Urban Fantasy Novella, #1 Colin's life has
finally regained some semblance of normalcy after the death of his
girlfriend, Jesse. He no longer hunts supernatural creatures. He has a job
working in his uncle's salvage yard that he enjoys. He's even planning to
start college in the fall. And, he lives inside six acres of scrap iron, steel,
and magical wards that keep the fae and other denizens of Austin's
paranormal underworld far, far away from him. Which is just how he
likes it. So when he runs across a rogue vampire on the hunt, his first
instinct is to report it to the local coven leader and then mind his own
business. But Colin just can't stand aside and watch as innocent people
are slaughtered. Which is why he'll take up his sword one last time, for
one final job. But with witches, doppelgangers, and demigods involved,
this gig is turning out to be a lot more complicated and dangerous than
he expected. Hopefully, this "one last job" won't truly become his last...
(Note to readers: The events in this 30,000 word novella occur before
Junkyard Druid. It can be read as a prequel to the Junkyard Druid/Colin
McCool New Adult Urban Fantasy Novel Series or as a standalone
novella.)
The Wolf - Nate Blakeslee 2017-10-17
The intimate, involving story of the rise and reign of O-Six, the fabled
Yellowstone wolf, and the people who loved or feared her. For readers of
H is for Hawk, captivating works of reportage, and iconic books on the
American West. Before humans ruled the Earth, there were wolves. Once
abundant in the United States, these majestic creatures were hunted to
near extinction by the 1920s. But in recent decades, conservationists
have brought wolves from Canada back to Yellowstone National Park,
igniting a battle over the very soul of the American West. With novelistic
detail, Nate Blakeslee tells the gripping story of one of these wolves, a
charismatic alpha female named O-Six. She's a kind and merciful leader,
a fiercely intelligent fighter, and a doting mother. Beloved by wolf
watchers, particularly Yellowstone park ranger Rick McIntyre, O-Six
becomes something of a social media star, with followers around the
world. But as she raises her pups and protects her pack, O-Six is being
challenged on all fronts: by hunters and their professional guides, who
compete with wolves for the elk they all prize; by cattle ranchers who are
losing livestock and have the ear of politicians; and by other Yellowstone
wolves who resent her dominance of the stunningly beautiful Lamar
Valley. These forces collide in The Wolf, a riveting multigenerational
wildlife saga that tells a larger story about the clash of values in the
West--between those fighting for a vanishing way of life and those
committed to restoring one of the country's most vibrant landscapes.
Tiny Gods - Shayne Silvers 2017-06
"With Achilles angry at Nate for crashing his Fight Night, the Horsemen
of the Apocalypse breathing down his neck, and an accidental shifter
infection with a cheerful Swedish male dancer, Nate already has his
hands full. Then his enemies try to wake up a God" -- from author's web
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site.
Afrofuturism - Ytasha L. Womack 2013-10-01
2014 Locus Awards Finalist, Nonfiction Category In this hip, accessible
primer to the music, literature, and art of Afrofuturism, author Ytasha
Womack introduces readers to the burgeoning community of artists
creating Afrofuturist works, the innovators from the past, and the wide
range of subjects they explore. From the sci-fi literature of Samuel
Delany, Octavia Butler, and N. K. Jemisin to the musical cosmos of Sun
Ra, George Clinton, and the Black Eyed Peas' will.i.am, to the visual and
multimedia artists inspired by African Dogon myths and Egyptian deities,
the book's topics range from the "alien" experience of blacks in America
to the "wake up" cry that peppers sci-fi literature, sermons, and activism.
With a twofold aim to entertain and enlighten, Afrofuturists strive to
break down racial, ethnic, and social limitations to empower and free
individuals to be themselves.
Nine Souls - Shayne Silvers 2018-02-26
It seems every supernatural family in town is sick and tired of Nate and
wants to put him in his place. The worst part is, all his friends seem to
agree. With everyone else fighting to prevent war between the families,
Nate takes two of his scariest friends on a walk down that famous path
paved with good intentions-- to those eternal pits of despair-- so he can
finally demand some real answers from his parents.
Ascension - Shayne Silvers 2019-09-09
The Godkiller will rise. Despite his recent victories, Nate Temple's
problems are only just beginning. Although it had been necessary, killing
the most infamous of the Norse gods has consequences, and no one
knows petty vengeance like the Aesir. Especially with Odin's legendary
spear mysteriously missing. But Nate has more important things to worry
about than a pantheon of angry gods. Because the God of Mischief has
been freed from his imprisonment, and so has his monstrosity of a son-a
creature prophesied to play a major role in Ragnarok. With Loki's
masterful abilities at illusion and deception, any of Nate's acquaintances
could be Loki in disguise, so he's forced to play things close to the chest,
retreating away from those he trusts the most. But with gangs of expert
assassins relentlessly hunting Nate for the largest contract fee ever
known, the police and FBI starting to take a closer look at Nate Temple
and his alleged crimes, his best friend's kids born with bizarre abilities,
and his new Horsemen desperately needing their leader to begin training
them for the Omega War... Now is a terrible time to be alone. And an
even worse time for his people to be without their leader. Especially
when Nate knows his old enemies were actually just the henchmen and
that the real masters are still lurking in the shadows-likely even posing
as his allies. The blades of betrayal strike swifter than the first kiss of
new love, and the fate of the world is riding on one man's shoulders...
The Catalyst walks the world. And no one seems to know exactly what
that really means. Except that it's going to change the future of existence
for everyone. For better or for worse. Because Nate Temple has changed
the rules-the most hated, feared, and respected beings in human history
are no longer safe in St. Louis. Even gods can die... If you like Jim
Butcher, Sarah J. Maas, Kevin Hearne, Steve McHugh, Michael Anderle,
Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Shannon Mayer, or K.F. Breene, you
won't be able to put down the highly addictive Nate Temple Series.
"Shayne Silvers, Jim Butcher, and Kevin Hearne are easily my favorite
Urban Fantasy Authors. In that order." - Michael Anderle, Amazon Top
25 Bestselling Author More than 1m copies downloaded and thousands of
five-star reviews. Available in digital, print, and audiobook formats. What
Amazon readers are saying: ★★★★★ 'His foul-mouthed unicorn murders
rainbows!' ★★★★★ 'Move over Dresden!' ★★★★★ 'The Temple Verse HAS to
be picked up by Netflix soon.' ★★★★★ 'Silvers could write a grocery list on
a dirty napkin and make it an international bestseller.' ★★★★★ 'I went from
crying my eyes out to laughing uncontrollably, repeatedly.' ★★★★★ 'It's
like the characters walked off the page, joined me at the bar, and bought
me a drink.' ★★★★★ 'I am astounded as to how the author keeps the story
fresh and exciting.' ★★★★★ 'I usually see plot twists a mile away. Shayne
has proven me wrong. Every time.' ★★★★★ 'Best books I've read in thirty
years.' ★★★★★ 'His intense actions scenes let you see the fangs and claws,
hear the gunshots, feel the magic, and smell the fear.' ★★★★★ 'Everything
you thought you knew about vampires, shifters, dragons, wizards, fairies
and gods is flat wrong.' ★★★★★ 'Publishers who didn't snap up this series
are missing out on a gold mine.' Silvers has pleasured over one million
readers with the Temple Verse. Now it's your turn for a little
pleasuring... ★★ SILVERS WAS A DRAGON AWARD FINALIST FOR BEST
FANTASY NOVEL OF THE YEAR IN BOTH 2017 AND 2018. FIND OUT
WHY... ★★
Booke of the Hidden - Jeri Westerson 2017-10-31
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In this urban fantasy series debut, the discovery of a mysterious book in
her tea shop immerses a woman in a world of demons, witches, and
murder. To get a fresh start away from a bad relationship, Kylie Strange
moves across the country to open a shop in the seemingly quiet town of
Moody Bog in rural Maine. During renovations on Strange Herbs & Teas,
she discovers a peculiar and ancient codex, The Booke of the Hidden,
bricked into the wall. Every small town has its legends and unusual
histories, and this artifact sends Kylie right into the center of Moody
Bog’s biggest secret. While puzzling over the tome’s oddly blank pages,
Kylie gets an unexpected visitor—Erasmus Dark, an inscrutable stranger
who claims to be a demon, knows she has the book, and warns her that
she has opened a portal to the netherworld. Kylie brushes off this
nonsense, until a series of bizarre murders put her, the newcomer, at the
center. With the help of the demon and a coven of witches she befriends
while dodging the handsome but sharp-eyed sheriff, Kylie hunts for a
killer—that might not be human. “Westerson creates an utterly
believable history of witches, demons, and magic for her claustrophobic
New England village including a heroine with enough spark, smarts, and
stubbornness to keep both the bad guys and the deliciously dangerous
love-interest on their toes.”—Kat Richardson, author of the Greywalker
series “Readers sad about the ending of Charlaine Harris’s Midnight,
Texas trilogy will find some consolation in Moody Bog.”—Publishers
Weekly
Halo Breaker - Shayne Silvers 2021-04-29
The White Rose marches for war. The angels will weep, the devils will
cry, and mankind may die.Callie Penrose wields the Spear of Destiny and
wears Envy's Halo-the corrupting power of darkness balanced by the
legendary blade of light. Both fight for dominance of the White Rose, but
which force will win? Her best friend, Claire, has been abducted or
killed, and her only surviving family has been ritualistically murdered to
hide the truth of the Divines and the Sev'n Most Sinist'r.Heaven has
deemed her a criminal and Hell begs her to be their queen or die.The
Vatican is preparing to march on the City of Fountains to defend
mankind against the horrors of the White Rose, the new Master Dracula,
once and for all.The answers to her past-and mankind's future-are hidden
deep within Solomon's Temple, locked away for very good reason. Callie
will have to face some dark, painful truths to bring harmony to a world
gone mad. To discover why Heaven and Hell are so eager to bring her
under their control.But the Horsewoman of Despair is not alone. The
Horseman of Justice and Absolution ride to Kansas City to lay waste to
her foes. Three of the Dread Four will march against the forces of
Heaven, Hell, and the Vatican.And Kansas City is not the only
battleground. The Garden of Eden is in grave peril, and no one knows if
Callie is the danger or if she's the savior.After all, how good can Master
Dracula be? The Halo Breaker rides a path as thin as the edge of a
sword, and even she doesn't know what is right or wrong.But that's what
family is about. Getting into-and out of-trouble.Let's just hope the city
can survive. Let us pray that the Garden of Eden will thrive.The flip of a
coin will decide the fate of the world.
War Hammer - Shayne Silvers 2017-11-26
To become a godkiller you have to awaken the monster inside you Almost
a year has passed since Nate's ex-fiancée woke up a Greek god intent on
world domination and war. The problem? He doesn't know which god.
And the promised war hasn't started yet.With the Four Horsemen
refusing to help, and an army of monsters living on his lawn, Nate
resorts to the one thing he's best at pissing off demigods and Greek
Heroes in hopes of jump-starting the war.But then he receives an
ominous invitation that he literally cannot refuse. A dark, deadly place
where nightmares roam free demands an audience. The Land of the
Fae.He must forget every story he's heard about the Fae. They're nothing
like he imagined, nothing like he's been told, But to kill a God, he must
first become a monster.
With Silent Screams - Steve McHugh 2014-02-18
An old nemesis brings a new threat to Nate Garrett who must find the
connection between several murder victims, a madman, and an alchemist
in order to save his world.
Unchained - Shayne Silvers 2017-07-10
Meet Callie Penrose. Is she Heaven's Devil or Hell's Angel?
Sirius the Ascended Masters Light the Way - Darla Cody 2015-08-22
Darla Cody had a near-death experience in 1991, which started her
journey away from the materialistic, American life into one of
questioning true happiness. It would take another accident in 1994
before she actually changed her lifestyle into a quest for truth in the
spiritual realm. Cody connected with her spirit guides, who told her to
visit sacred sites around the world, which first led her down Egypt's Nile
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River, where she received wisdom from the many sites of ancient
knowledge there. Inside an ancient Egyptian temple she became
"reaquainted" with Isis, who told her to go to the east gate to receive
divine information. Just as in ancient times, Isis and other spirit guides
were once again bringing personal messages to seekers. From Egypt, she
was called to the Himalayas to see Babaji and the ascended masters of
the Great White Brotherhood. St. Germain led her to the Valley of the
Flowers and the Sacred Lake on the border of China among the Seven
Sacred Peaks, where she was initiated by Lord Maitreya, St. Germain,
Quan Yin and Babaji. Sai Baba - an avatar living in India at the time began communicating with her via mental telepathy, asking her to help
him by teaching others about his works. And this book followed. Sirius:
Understanding Ancient Wisdom for Spiritual Ascension enhances your
understanding of your evolution and ascension process, by answering
questions like What is the Hierarchy, and what are the major
departments of the ascended masters? Who were the ascended masters
in their past lives? How can I connect with the ascended master who is
right for me today? How do the seven rays relate to the ascended
masters and to me? What initiations must I go through, and what is that
process? How does Shambhala - the City of White - relate to humanity
and Sanat Kumara, the Planetary Logos? How do I work with my
endocrine system and how does it work with my chakras? What is the
importance of conscious breathing in my everyday life and in my
ascension process? What is prana, and how can I use it to renew my body
and mind? How can I use the violet flame of transmutation? How am I
being affected by the electromagnetic fields that permeate our modern
world? How can I protect myself from negative energies?
Angel's Roar - Shayne Silvers 2018-04-19
Callie Penrose - a wizard with a splash of Angel's blood flowing through
her veins - kind of broke the Vatican and their band of Holy-warrior,
wizard-priests, the Shepherds. Officially, the report stated Callie forgot
to turn the other cheek, and things escalated ... She returns home to
Kansas City to find new gangs of supernaturals roving the streets,
preying on the innocent while the local factions do nothing. Although not
unified, everyone seems to agree on one point ... Callie Penrose must die.
And she's still hearing those strange Whispers in her mind - much more
frequently than before, and not nearly as ... forgiving. But when an epic
betrayal blindsides her and she discovers the truth of her birth - why
Heaven and Hell have been so interested in her - Callie's world begins to
crumble, and she must decide whether she wants to be a good girl ... Or
if it's time to be a little naughty. No matter how hard you try, you can't
make an Angel cry ... They just roar.
Grimm - Shayne Silvers 2016-08-25
The Brothers Grimm - legendary supernatural assassins - have escaped
their prison, and their first day in St. Louis could be Nate Temple's last...
Sharing a beer with Death - one of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
- really put a few things into perspective for this foul-mouthed, billionaire
wizard. Like finally strapping on the boots to propose to his girlfriend.
But assassination contracts have a way of putting wedding plans on hold.
Perhaps permanently. And with the entire wedding party on the
bloodthirsty Grimm's hit-list, and his family fortune in jeopardy, Nate
realizes they can't run and they can't hide. So, time to do magic and
stuff... But with every flavor of supernatural thug teaming up to help the
Grimms, Nate realizes that friends have become enemies and enemies
have become friends, and he's forced to cross lines that are better left
uncrossed. When magic, claws, and teeth dance to the song of war, the
only thing left to learn is who lives and who dies. And if Nate can live
with the consequences. No wonder a guy is terrified to propose... If you
like Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, or Patrick Rothfuss, you will LOVE the
fourth installment of The Nate Temple Supernatural Thriller series.
Brothers, We are Not Professionals - John Piper 2013
Piper pleas with his colleagues to abandon the secularization of the
pastorate and return to the primitive call of the Bible for radical ministry.
The Redemption of Wolf 302 - Rick McIntyre 2021-10-19
From the renowned wolf researcher and author of The Rise of Wolf 8 and
The Reign of Wolf 21 comes a stunning account of an unconventional
alpha male. A lover, not a fighter. That was wolf 302. A renegade with an
eye for the ladies, 302 was anything but Yellowstone’s perfect alpha
male. For starters, he fled from danger. He begged for food from other
wolves, ditched females he’d gotten pregnant, and even napped during a
heated battle with a rival pack! But this is not the story of 302’s failures.
This is the story of his dramatic transformation. And legendary wolf
writer Rick McIntyre witnessed it all from the sidelines. As McIntyre
closely observed with his spotting scope, wolf 302 began to mature, and,
much to McIntyre’s surprise, became the leader of a new pack in his old
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age. But in a year when game was scarce, could the aging wolf provide
for his family? Had he changed enough to live up to the legacies of the
great alpha males before him? Recounted in McIntyre’s captivating
storytelling voice and peppered with fascinating insights into wolf
behavior, The Redemption of Wolf 302 is a powerful coming-of-age tale
that will strike a chord with anyone who has struggled to make a change,
big or small. “With this third installment of Rick McIntyre’s magnum
opus, the scope and ambition of the project becomes clear: nothing less
than a grand serialization of the first twenty years of wolves in
Yellowstone, a kind of lupine Great Expectations.”—Nate Blakeslee, New
York Times-bestselling author of American Wolf
Yuletide Punch - Cameron O'Connell 2021-12-14
Tis the season...for slaying Fresh off a disturbingly long absence for
which she has no explanation or recollection, Quinn MacKenna-reformed
Catholic, semi-retired arms dealer, and borderline alcoholic-is busy
enjoying the Nordic idea of an afterparty before becoming quickly
embroiled in a bitter power struggle coinciding with the advent of the
Yuletide season. The issue at hand: the future of the Norse pantheon and
its role in the mysterious Omega War to come. The participants: Odin,
the All-father and leader of the Aesir, against his younger brothers, Vili
and Vé. Unfortunately, amidst this tumultuous backdrop, Quinn finds
herself bereft of everything she once possessed: her Valkyrie armor, her
legendary spear, and even her dubious divinity. As such, Quinn has no
choice but to broker lopsided alliances and cultivate tenuous friendships
while searching for answers to questions she doesn't even know how to
ask. Of course, when dealing with ancient and occasionally spiteful gods,
it's not always easy to tell who's been naughty and who's been nice. To
that end, Quinn must decide what paths to take and how far she's willing
to go down them-even if that means doing so while blind. But then
perhaps it really is as simple as some people say: seeing is believing and
believing is seeing. Even if you have to trade an eye for the privilege. If
you like Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, Steve McHugh, Michael Anderle,
Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Shannon Mayer, or K.F. Breene, you
won't be able to put down the highly addictive Phantom Queen Diaries or
anything else in the Temple Verse. "Shayne Silvers, Jim Butcher, and
Kevin Hearne are easily my favorite Urban Fantasy Authors. In that
order." - Michael Anderle, Amazon Top 25 Bestselling Author More than
1m copies downloaded and thousands of five-star reviews. Available in
digital, print, and audiobook formats. What Amazon readers are saying:
★★★★★ 'His foul-mouthed unicorn murders rainbows!' ★★★★★ 'Move over
Dresden!' ★★★★★ 'The Temple Verse HAS to be picked up by Netflix soon.'
★★★★★ 'Silvers could write a grocery list on a dirty napkin and make it an
international bestseller.' ★★★★★'I went from crying my eyes out to
laughing uncontrollably, repeatedly.' ★★★★★ 'It's like the characters
walked off the page, joined me at the bar, and bought me a drink.' ★★★★★
'I am astounded as to how the author keeps the story fresh and exciting.'
★★★★★ 'I usually see plot twists a mile away. Shayne has proven me
wrong. Every time.' ★★★★★ 'Best books I've read in thirty years.' ★★★★★
'His intense actions scenes let you see the fangs and claws, hear the
gunshots, feel the magic, and smell the fear.' ★★★★★ 'Everything you
thought you knew about vampires, shifters, dragons, wizards, fairies and
gods is flat wrong.' ★★★★★ 'Publishers who didn't snap up this series are
missing out on a gold mine.' Silvers has pleasured over one million
readers with the Temple Universe. Now it's your turn for a little
pleasuring...
A Glossary of Literary Terms - Abrams M H 2004
Alphabetically arranged and followed by an index of terms at the end,
this handy reference of literary terms is bound to be of invaluable
assistance to any student of English literature.
Obsidian Son - Shayne Silvers 2015-09-28
"A city that doesn't believe in magic. A weredragon invasion. Good thing
this reckless playboy is a wizard... It's been said that monsters cry when
a good man goes to war. But they should run screaming like terrified
school girls when that man is a wizard, and not necessarily good..."-Author's website.
Of Angels and Men - Jonathan Yanez 2017-04-17
"Fight evil with us," they said. "It'll be fun," they said. When life becomes
too much for Alan, he's ready to throw in the towel. Lucky for him,
powers were thrown his way instead. But it turns out being selected by
the Angelic Order isn't as glamorous as it sounds. Alan is beat up by a
fuzzy, blue slipper-wearing demon, a stern, stonehearted training
instructor, and a surprisingly attractive member of the Death Angels.
Somebody get this kid a ham sandwich and a coffee. If he's going to
survive long enough to discover his destiny he's going to need his
energy.
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Kierkegaard's Writings, VI, Volume 6 - Søren Kierkegaard
2013-04-21
Presented here in a new translation, with a historical introduction by the
translators, Fear and Trembling and Repetition are the most poetic and
personal of Søren Kierkegaard's pseudonymous writings. Published in
1843 and written under the names Johannes de Silentio and Constantine
Constantius, respectively, the books demonstrate Kierkegaard's
transmutation of the personal into the lyrically religious. Each work uses
as a point of departure Kierkegaard's breaking of his engagement to
Regine Olsen--his sacrifice of "that single individual." From this
beginning Fear and Trembling becomes an exploration of the faith that
transcends the ethical, as in Abraham's willingness to sacrifice his son
Isaac at God's command. This faith, which persists in the face of the
absurd, is rewarded finally by the return of all that the faithful one is
willing to sacrifice. Repetition discusses the most profound implications
of unity of personhood and of identity within change, beginning with the
ironic story of a young poet who cannot fulfill the ethical claims of his
engagement because of the possible consequences of his marriage. The
poet finally despairs of repetition (renewal) in the ethical sphere, as does
his advisor and friend Constantius in the aesthetic sphere. The book ends
with Constantius' intimation of a third kind of repetition--in the religious
sphere.
Old Fashioned - Shayne Silvers 2018-06-26
Welcome to Boston, where all your nightmares come to life¿Quinn
MacKenna learns that the cure for a blinding hangover is simple¿Don't
answer your freaking door, and stay in bed.Otherwise, you might find
yourself roped into a murder investigation, asked to rescue a former
international spy, forced to dodge bullets with a Valkyrie, or to take on a
power-hungry Fae.Hypothetically speaking.In hindsight, snorting aspirin
would have been the wiser choice¿Welcome the newest antihero in the
Worldwide Bestselling Temple Verse by Shayne Silvers. Join Cameron
O'Connell and Shayne at the literary bar to sip a dirty cocktail of feisty
Irish brogue - with an unhealthy splash of monsters - TODAY!
Tombyards and Butterflies- - Orlando A. Sanchez 2017-02-27
A Missing Ferryman. An Undead Dilemma. An Immortal Detective. An
emissary from the Dark Council has just materialized in the office of the
Montague & Strong Detective Agency, and makes Simon Strong an offer
he can't refuse. Charon is missing. The legendary ferryman responsible
for transporting souls across the river Styx hasn't been seen in days. And
with each passing hour, those unable to cross the river are left to walk
among the living, tilting the world further out of balance.Meet Simon
Strong, an immortal, who is also the best private detective in New York
City. Together with his surly partner-Tristan Montague, a mage of
indeterminate age, they must find the Ferryman and get him back to
work before another Supernatural War ravages the earth, destroys
humanity, and Simon's local coffee shop.Time is running out. His
landlord wants the rent and Karma with a capital K is paying him a visit,
and she can be a real... Join the Montague & Strong Detective Agency
and help them locate Charon, so he can restore balance to the universe,
put the dead to rest, and maybe solve the age-old conundrum-coffee or
tea?
Blood Debts - Shayne Silvers 2015-11-14
A Wizard, an Angel, and a Horseman of the Apocalypse walk into a bar...
The ancient pact between mankind, Heaven, and Hell has been broken.
And this upstart wizard's quest for vengeance may have just kicked off
Armageddon. So, time for a drink... or maybe two. Already plagued with
sinister night terrors that could qualify him as a card-carrying
psychopathic insomniac, Nate can barely even manage to put his pants
on in the morning, let alone pick teams for the Apocalypse. But when he's
framed as a demon sympathizer, condemned by the Armies of Heaven,
and hunted down by both his allies and the Four Horsemen, this wizard
doesn't think it can get any worse... Then they take away his magic. And
a wizard without magic stands no chance against the forces of Heaven
and Hell... If you like Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, or Patrick Rothfuss, you
will LOVE the second installment of The Nate Temple Supernatural
Thriller series.
Reaper Reborn - Meg Anne 2020-04-03
Just when I think things are finally starting to calm down, I come face-toface with my long-lost twin. Turns out, being a Daughter of Death is a
whole lot more than just kicking ass and taking names. There are things
like rules...and responsibilities. Oh yeah, and let's not forget the monster
that's killed me in all my past lives. That's a thing, too. There's also this
teensy little problem: James may be gone but the distrust he created in
the supernatural community is still very much alive. With the tensions
between Council members bleeding into Farrow's Sqaure it's only a
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matter of time until someone does something crazy. Now I gotta figure
out what my twin wants, learn about my super badass death powers, kill
a monster, and stop a war. Sounds like a piece of cake. Speaking of
cake... This whole thing started over a Hostess cupcake. Do I dare hope
it can end with one? You bet your ass, I do. This is the last book in the
Grimm Brotherhood series. This series must be read in order.
The Soul Thief - Kim Richardson 2017-02-07
Alexa has a very big problem. She’s dead. Worse, instead of meeting her
maker, she’s pulled into the world of the Guardian Angel Legion: a secret
band of angels dedicated to protect mortal souls from demons. But
Alexa’s life takes a thrilling and terrifying turn when she’s sent back to
the mortal world to investigate a series of murders and missing souls
when she’s attacked by a demon. But are demons responsible for the
killings? Or is it something else? To make matters even worse, an
ancient, evil shadow grows over the world, and with it a force more
terrible and destructive than the world has ever seen. Can Alexa find a
way to stop it or doom the mortal world forever? A fiercely entertaining
fantasy filled with adventure, intrigue, and romance, the rich world of
The Soul Thief is perfect for fans of The Mortal Instruments and The
Dark Artifices. Books in The Horizon Chronicles The Soul Thief (The
Horizon Chronicles Book 1) The Helm of Darkness (The Horizon
Chronicles Book 2) The City of Flame and Shadow (The Horizon
Chronicles Book 3) Summer/Fall 2017 (The Horizon Chronicles Book 4)
Winter 2017
Horseman - Shayne Silvers 2018-08-16
ABANDON ALL HOPE, THE FIFTH HORSEMAN SHALL RIDE... Nate
Temple is on the hunt to right a wrong. Mordred - King Arthur's son - has
escaped from Hell. And it's all Nate's fault. Pro-Tip: Don't let escapees
rob the dreaded Nine Souls on their way out of Hell's Gates. It makes the
escapee just an itsy-bitsy bit stronger. But what are the Nine Souls? And
what does St. Louis think about having a self-proclaimed King in the
twenty-first century? And that's not the only thing he has to worry about.
He's having flashbacks about his childhood in Fae, and it's crippling him
with migraines that knock him unconscious any time he tries to press
them. And Anubis is hunting him, because Nate recently accepted his job
offer as the Guide to Hell, and it's not a work-from-home type of job.
Nate's going to need to beg, borrow, and steal every scrap of power he
can find to stand a snowball's chance in hell against Mordred and what
the notorious traitor has in store for St. Louis. Because Mordred has
been planning this moment his entire afterlife, from that dark empty cell
in Hell, and will stop at nothing to get his father's old heirlooms back. A
certain Round Table and a sword. Only then can his master plan truly
begin... The world needs a Fifth Horseman. Whether they want it or not...
Whether they can survive it or not... If you like Jim Butcher, Kevin
Hearne, Steve McHugh, Michael Anderle, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs,
Shannon Mayer, or K.F. Breene, you will LOVE the TENTH installment of
the Temple Chronicles. Click or tap BUY NOW to jump into the hellish
nightmare!INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR: Q: So, what makes your
writing so special? A: I wanted to write stories that mirrored the books I
liked to read in my childhood. My top picks were usually urban fantasy,
paranormal best sellers, and of course, books featuring your classic
gritty, pulp-fiction heroes. Basically, anything with a lot of creepy crawly
supernatural characters: mythical creatures, ancient heroes, super
villains, and gods. You will find that my stories focus on the ancient
myths, characters, and stories we all know, fear, and love. Then twist
them up and toss them back like an empty beer can. Q: Aside from Nate
Temple, what other books do you write, and what order should I read
them in? A: I also write the Amazon Bestselling Feathers and Fire Series
that takes place in the Temple Universe about a young female wizard
named Callie who hunts monsters for the Vatican: Unchained Rage
Whispers Angel's Roar Sinner - September 2018 Temple Chronicles
eBook categories: Dark Fantasy Supernatural Thriller Witches & Wizards
Urban Fantasy Thriller Supernatural Shifter Angels & Demons Science
Fiction & Fantasy Paranormal and Urban Romance Supernatural
Mystery and Suspense Vampires and Werewolves Scroll up and tap or
click BUY NOW to jump face-first into this wild ride with Gods, Legends,
shifters, and vampires!!**PREORDER NOW TO GET THE BOOK
WIRELESSLY DELIVERED TO YOUR KINDLE!*** OVER A MILLION
READERS HAVE BEEN PLEASURED BY THE TEMPLE VERSE NOVELS.
NOW IT'S YOUR TURN...
A Flicker of Steel - Steve McHugh 2018
Avalon stands revealed, but the war is far from over. For Layla Cassidy,
it has only just begun. Thrust into a new world full of magic and
monsters, Layla has finally come to terms with her supernatural powers-and left her old life behind. But her enemies are relentless. Sixteen
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months after her life changed forever, Layla and her team are besieged
during a rescue attempt gone awry and must fight their way through to
freedom. It turns out that Avalon has only grown since their last
encounter, adding fresh villains to its horde. Meanwhile, revelations
abound as Layla confronts twists and betrayals in her own life, with each
new detail adding to the shadow that looms over her. As Layla fights
against the forces of evil, her powers begin to increase--and she
discovers more about the darkness that lies in her past. As this same
darkness threatens her future, will she be ready to fight for everything
she holds dear?
Whiskey Ginger - Shayne Silvers 2018-06
Everything was going fine for Quinn MacKenna - until she accidentally
stole from Nate Temple.Meet Quinn MacKenna, a black magic arms
dealer from the mean streets of Boston.She knows how to drink, fight,
and steal dangerous magical artifacts - but not for money. For favors.
Because all her life she's wanted only one thing - a secret so dangerous
and well-guarded that no one will give it up.A ticket to the Land of the
Fae so she can find her dad and finally get some answers about her
past.So she doesn't ask questions of her clients, only favors, hoping that
they will eventually add up to get her what she so desperately desires.
And with her unique ability to nullify magic, the world's deadliest
artifacts - or the clients who demand them - don't really impress her very
much.But that all changes when she accidentally robs the infamous Nate
Temple, and finds herself in a much deeper world of monsters and
conspiracies than she ever knew existed. Because Nate Temple and his
friends aren't the only things to be afraid of.Now she has to worry about
his enemies, too...
Trinity - Shayne Silvers 2020-09-16
No pantheon is safe from the wrath of a Horsewoman scorned. War is
coming to the City of Fountains. The Four Legendary Creatures are free,
the Seven Sins are running wild, the vampires are getting thirsty, and
the Vatican is ready to enter the front lines. And Callie Penrose is at the
heart of it all. The Horsewoman of Despair flicked the first domino, and
the consequences are echoing throughout the various halls of power in
all corners of the world. As the streets of Kansas City threaten to become
raging rivers of blood, one of those closest to Callie is kidnapped, and
she is forced to choose between her heart and the people who depend on
her to keep them safe. To value duty over love. As the pillars of Heaven
begin to crumble, it becomes increasingly obvious that all these events
are coordinated rather than coincidental. Callie may have flicked that
first domino, but how much can her heart handle when she learns that
some of her closest friends set all the dominos up in the first place. Now
is the time when success truly depends on how Lucky Callie can be, and
whether she can determine which friends have been paid thirty pieces of
silver to stab her in the back. Angels shall weep, and demons shall laugh.
Humanity will burn and gods shall die in the wake of a Horsewoman
betrayed. If you like Jim Butcher, Kevin Hearne, Steve McHugh, Michael
Anderle, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Shannon Mayer, or K.F. Breene,
you won't be able to put down the highly addictive Feathers and Fire
Series, or anything else in the Temple Verse. "Shayne Silvers, Jim
Butcher, and Kevin Hearne are easily my favorite Urban Fantasy
Authors. In that order." - Michael Anderle, Amazon Top 25 Bestselling
Author More than 1m copies downloaded and thousands of five-star
reviews. Available in digital, print, and audiobook formats. What Amazon
readers are saying: ★★★★★ 'His foul-mouthed unicorn murders rainbows!'
★★★★★ 'Move over Dresden!' ★★★★★ 'The Temple Verse HAS to be picked
up by Netflix soon.' ★★★★★ 'Silvers could write a grocery list on a dirty
napkin and make it an international bestseller.' ★★★★★ 'I went from crying
my eyes out to laughing uncontrollably, repeatedly.' ★★★★★ 'It's like the
characters walked off the page, joined me at the bar, and bought me a
drink.' ★★★★★ 'I am astounded as to how the author keeps the story fresh
and exciting.' ★★★★★ 'I usually see plot twists a mile away. Shayne has
proven me wrong. Every time.' ★★★★★ 'Best books I've read in thirty
years.' ★★★★★ 'His intense actions scenes let you see the fangs and claws,
hear the gunshots, feel the magic, and smell the fear.' ★★★★★ 'Everything
you thought you knew about vampires, shifters, dragons, wizards, fairies
and gods is flat wrong.' ★★★★★ 'Publishers who didn't snap up this series
are missing out on a gold mine.' Silvers has pleasured over one million
readers with the Temple Universe. Now it's your turn for a little
pleasuring... ★★ SILVERS WAS A DRAGON AWARD FINALIST FOR BEST
FANTASY NOVEL OF THE YEAR IN BOTH 2017 AND 2018. FIND OUT
WHY... ★★
Immortal Divorce Court Volume 1: My Ex-Wife Said Go to Hell Kirk Zurosky 2020-04-07
Sirius Sinister keeps sleeping with the wrong women. And this time, it's
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led to his imprisonment in Hell. Literal Hell. Immortal vampire assassin
Sirius Sinister has a healthy libido that constantly results in bad
relationship decisions. But when he's served divorce papers by
Bloodsucker Number One--a shady woman from his past--he realizes
there's a major problem: he was never even married to her, or so he
thought. Regardless of the truth, Sirius is put under the jurisdiction of
Immortal Divorce Court. You would think by now he'd know having sex
can lead to horrific consequences like marriage, children, and ex-wives-but some habits just won't die. Leaving his faithful vampire Maltese,
Garlic, behind, Sirius travels to court to defend himself with the help of
his demon attorney, Maximillian Justice. Unfortunately, the trial quickly
spirals out of control, and Sirius is banished to hell for a hundred years.
When Sirius finally escapes, he ends up in the Caribbean where he meets
his next paramour: the Howler. After a wild romp with his new werewolf
lover under the lure of a full blood moon, he finds himself becoming the
father of a litter of pups--but, the Howler and her Pack want to put the
dead in deadbeat dad. Luckily, Sirius is saved by the Queen of the
Merfolk, who comes with a hidden agenda even as they fall in love. Can
he make it work with the Queen, or will he have to head to Immortal
Divorce Court once again as yet another relationship flounders? For all
those who have nursed a broken heart--or a vengeful one--Immortal
Divorce Court Volume 1 is a sexy, exciting debut and the start of a
hellishly fun new series about the flawed antihero Sirius Sinister.
The Art Of Seduction - Robert Greene 2010-09-03
Which sort of seducer could you be? Siren? Rake? Cold Coquette? Star?
Comedian? Charismatic? Or Saint? This book will show you which.
Charm, persuasion, the ability to create illusions: these are some of the
many dazzling gifts of the Seducer, the compelling figure who is able to
manipulate, mislead and give pleasure all at once. When raised to the
level of art, seduction, an indirect and subtle form of power, has toppled
empires, won elections and enslaved great minds. In this beautiful,
sensually designed book, Greene unearths the two sides of seduction: the
characters and the process. Discover who you, or your pursuer, most
resembles. Learn, too, the pitfalls of the anti-Seducer. Immerse yourself
in the twenty-four manoeuvres and strategies of the seductive process,
the ritual by which a seducer gains mastery over their target.
Understand how to 'Choose the Right Victim', 'Appear to Be an Object of
Desire' and 'Confuse Desire and Reality'. In addition, Greene provides
instruction on how to identify victims by type. Each fascinating character
and each cunning tactic demonstrates a fundamental truth about who we
are, and the targets we've become - or hope to win over. The Art of
Seduction is an indispensable primer on the essence of one of history's
greatest weapons and the ultimate power trip. From the internationally
bestselling author of The 48 Laws of Power, Mastery, and The 33
Strategies Of War.
Silver Tongue - Shayne Silvers 2016-12-01
My resume is pretty full: I've cow-tipped the Minotaur, decimated a gang
of weredragons, sucker-punched an Angel, and eaten pancakes with the
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse... I've kidnapped one of the most
powerful wizards on the planet, and slaughtered the Brothers Grimm. I'm
kind of a big deal. But I never thought I'd find myself at a crossroads, a
pawn in a deadly game that I hadn't known existed, willing to sell my
soul to save the life of someone I loved... That's when I learned true fear,
because the world I thought I knew was all just smoke and mirrors, and I
was just a puppy playing amongst wolves... If you like Jim Butcher, Kevin
Hearne, or Patrick Rothfuss, you will LOVE the fifth installment of The
Amazon Bestselling Nate Temple Supernatural Thriller series.
Knightmare - Shayne Silvers 2019-07-30
Nate Temple must die.Mordred-the bastard son of King Arthur-has
returned, and he will stop at nothing to utterly destroy everything his
father ever created-burning the Arthurian Legend from the history books
for good.He's already defeated Nate Temple once, corrupting the fabled
Knights of the Round Table into darker, nigh-invincible, merciless, killing
machines-Knightmares.And once Camelot is nothing more than a pile of
fiery rubble, Mordred plans to conquer St. Louis-after slaughtering Nate
and everyone he's ever cared about, of course.But a vengeful god is also
hunting Nate, and starts attacking his friends to draw him out. When one
of Nate's best friends is gravely wounded, Nate is forced to make an
impossible choice-save his city from Mordred or save his friend from a
blood-crazed god.Both foes carry enough daddy issues to grant a firstyear psychologist a second-year retirement. But Nate's not that stable
either, and if he can't get a grip on his own demons, his victory might
very well be worse than anything either of his enemies ever could have
imagined.The only option left is to shatter all the rules, opening himself
up to deadly powers better left untouched and forgotten-and even that is
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a fool's gambit, a whisper of a hope.Then again, if we don't have hope,
we've already lost.So, it's time for Nate Temple to roll the dice.Because
in this game, even Hope can die...
I'm Glad You're Dead - Hunter Blain 2019-03-08
My name is John Cook, and my life began the day my heart stopped
beating.You meet the most interesting men in Medieval prisons. This one
time, I met a guy who offered me immortality for the low, low price of
changing my diet. I didn't read the fine print. Because he wasn't talking
about a gluten free diet. More like hemoglobin full.And now I'm a friggin'
vampire with five centuries of pop culture references.Granted, at the
time, I was listening to the dying screams of my mother and father being
burned and eviscerated alive just outside the rusty bars of the prison
cell, and my new best friend was offering me my only real chance at
saving my own life and avenging my parents' murderers-some day.Except
my first chance at vengeance took about five hundred years, and I had to
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wade through oceans of sin and violence, blackening my soul-and my
already dark sense of humor-beyond redemption until I met Father
Thomes-a Roman Catholic Priest-in present-day Houston. Papa Thomes
taught me how to use my dark curse to fight for the good guys. Like
Alfred and Robin did for Batman-except we straight up murder Jokers
and Two-Faces. Biteman and Pope'n.We stand up for the downtrodden,
the forgotten, and the neglected?By exsanguinating the wicked in
horrific, truly imaginative ways, and having a grand ol' time doing it. You
know what they say about doing what you love?But our party is soon cut
short when we learn the End of Days is just around the corner, and that
the fine print of my contract might have hidden a few other tidbits. Like
the fact that I was central to kicking off the Apocalypse, and that the
Archdemons will stop at nothing to make sure The Dude Abides by the
terms of his contract.I guess I need a lawyer.Get ready to laugh at
extreme violence. I know I will. If you're not laughing, you're learning.
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